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ANNOUNCEMENT Purple Hurricane is Again
Track Team Wins in Triple
EXTRAORDINARY
Meet With Georgia and Carolina
Humbled By Fighting Tigers
WHO IS THE UGLIEST MAN AT
CLEMSON?
BIG CONTEST BEGINS

University of Georgia and University of
North Carolina No Match For Tigers
TIGERS

ALSO
WIN RELAY

The Tiger track team proved its
superiority over the teams from the
universities of our two sister states
Georgia and North Carolina by winning a triangular meet Saturday on
Riggs' Field, in which the final score
was Clemson 63 1-2, University of
North Carolina 39 1-2, University of
Georgia 32.
Clemson's runners took the lead
in scoring after the third race had
been run and held that lead to the
end of the meet, piling up point after point by victories in the various
events. Georgia and North Carolina
staged a heated contest for runnerup honors, with first one team and
then the other leading. The Tigers
took eight first places out of the fifteen events in the meet. They came
out first in every track event except
the 440, the mile, and the high hurdles, and in addition took the lead in
two of the field events, the pole vault
and the high jump. The Tarheels
copped firsts in the mile,
discus
throw, javelin throw, and
broad
jump, while the Bulldogs led in the
440, the high hurdles, and the shot
put.
Rain Friday and Saturday morning caused the cinder path to be
heavy and rather slow at the beginning of the meet, and the times
were therefore slightly lower than
usual. However Old Sol came out
for the meet, and for the latter
events the track was in fairly good
shape.
Jack Chandler of Clemson and
Abernathy of North Carolina took
the idividual scoring honrs for the
afternoon by accounting for
ten
points apiece with two firsts to the
credit of each man. Jack sprinted
like greased lightning to victory in
both the 100 and the 220 dashes.
After having his back in bad shape
all last season, the little Sumter
speed merchant is now in fine condition and is proving by his fine
sprinting that his phenomenal record in high school circles was not
a flash in the pan. Abernathy, the
North Carolinians star weight thrower took firsts in both the javelin and
the discus throws. Big Finklea who
has developed
wonderfully this
spring gave the Tarheel a wonderful
fight in the discus throw and lost by
the slender margin of nve inches.
"Fink" had even harder luck in the
shot put where Fletcher of Georgia
beat him out three-quarters of an
inch.
Following the leaders in individual
scoring came Wade of Clemson and
Ellis of Georgia with eight each.
Then came
Finklea of Clemson,
Mabry of Georgia, M. D. Ransom of
North Carolina, and R. L. Ransom of
North aCrolina with six points each,
and pepper of Clemson 5 1-2. In addition to those mentioned above, the
following got one first place each for
a score of five points; Huggins, Rice,
and Hall of Clemson; Fletcher of
Georgia; and Woodward of North
Carolina.
Grady Wade continues to De a star
hurdler. Saturday he took first in
the low hurdles and was Deaten out
by inches in the high ones, Mabry of
Georgia who is considered one of the
South's best winning. Mace the
other Tiger hurdle man took third in
the high hurdles and would have had
an easy second in the lows but for
the fact that he stumbled after
clearing the last obstacle.
M. D. Ransom of North Carolina
and Howard of Georgia
staged a
sensational race in the mile, with the
Tarheel winning by virtue of a
magnificent finish
The one-mile relay provided a fitting close for the meet. Clemson's
team composed of Smith, Shannon,
Fletcher, and Killian ran a wonder-
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Block "C" Club Opens Sensational!
Voting Contest—Everybody on
Campus is Eligible—Voting Begins
Today.
ful race and won the event with a
goodly margin to spare.
The Block "O" Club announces the
Summary:
100 yards. Chandler,
Clemson opening of the most sensational votfirst.
10 2-5 seconds.
Robinson, ing contest ever held at Clemson.
Clemson second. Sinclair,
North The title of the contest is, "Who is
the Ugliest Man at Clemson?" CaCarolina third.
22 0 yards. Chandler, Clemson dets, faculty and all males of the
first. 22 1-5 seconds. Ellis, Georgia campus are eligible for the selection.
One vote will be given free with each
second. Robinson, Clemson third.
440 yards.
Ellis, Georgia first. twenty-five! cent purchase at the Jew
Cox, North Carolina second. Smith, Shop which is run by the Block "C"
Club for the benefit of Clemson athClemson third.
880 yards. Rice, Clemson first. letics. ...It is hoped that this contest
2 minutes 2 2-5 seconds. Wood, will serve' as an incentive to the caClemson second. M. D. Ransom, dets to patronize the Jew Shop
which has just opened up in its reNorth Carolina third.
1 mile. M. D. Ransom, North Car- modeled quarters. ...Voting coupons
olina first. 4 minutes 37 1-5 seconds are on hand at the Jew Shop now.
Howard Georgia seconds Young, A box has been provided for balloting. The standing of the candidates
Clemson third.
2 mile. Huggins, Clemson first. will be published at frequent inteK10 minutes 42 seconds. Milstead, vals. Don't fail to take part in this,
North Carolina second.
Young, the greatest contest Clemson has
ever seen.
Clemson third.
The votes will be counted and the
120 yard high hurdles. Mabry,
Georgia first.
17 seconds. Wade, standings published at regular interClemson second.
Mace, Clemson vals by .a committee consisting of
E. B. Savage, E. A. Smyth, and J. A.
third.
220 yard low hurdles.
Wade, Nichols.
The rules are simple: For every
Clemson first.
26
1-5
seconds.
Yarborough, North Carolina second. purchase of twenty-five cents at the
Jew Shop one free voting coupon will
Mabry, Georgia third.
Shot put. Fletcher, Georgia first. be given. These must be made out
36 feet 6 1-2 inches. Finklea, Clem- and deposited in the sealed ballot box
immediately after they are issued.
son second. Jelks, Georgia third.
Discus throw. Abernathy, North One vote free for every two bits you
Carolina first. 115 feet 4 inches. spend at the Jew Shop. Two votes
Finklea, Clemson second. Tennant, for a half, four for a dollar, etc.
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Clemson third.
Javelin throw. Abernathy, North
Carolina first. 168 feet 3 inches.
Griffin, Georgia second. Williams,
Clemson third.
High jump. Hall , Clemson first.
5 feet 5 inches. R. L. Ransom,
North Carolina second. Pepper,
Clemson and Parker, North Carolina
tied for third.
Broad jump. Woodward, North Many Able Men on New
Carolina first. 19 feet 11 1-2 inches.
Kieklighter, Georgia second. YarStaff
borough, North Carolina third.
Pole vault. Pepper, Clemson first.
It is with a peculiar pride that we,
10 feet 9 inches. R. L. Ransom, the staff for "22-'23 present to the
North Carolina second. Henderson, cadets and other loyal Tiger supporClemson third.
ters the Tiger Staff for '23-'24. We
One mile relay.
Clemson team take a peculiar pride because we be(Smith, Shannon, Fletcher, Killian) lieve that under the management of
first. 3 minutes 37
2-5 seconds. the incoming staff, The Tiger will acGeorgia team (Evitt, Fletcher, Veale, complish more and will spread the
Ellis) second. North Carolina team doctrine of Tigerism as never before.
(Whitaker, Jonas/ Parker,
Cox)
On last Monday afternoon the
third.
_W. W. B. committee on elections, nominated
by the retiring editor, met with the
Director of Student Activities, ProfD. H. Henry, and after much deliberation and discussion as to just who
would be best able to fill each position, elected the new staff. Not only
were the nominations of the retiringstaff taken into consideration, but
Tigers Win All Three Matches Mak- the scholastic records of the men
ing a Clean Sweep Over The Fur- were also considered and given due
weight. All members of the staff
man Hornets Net Men.
are pleased with the results of the
On Tuesday, the Furman Tennis election, and they feel sure that the
Team came over to play a return cadets will agree with them when
match with the Tigers. A meet was they recognize the new men who were
to be held in Greenville last Satur- chosen.
To E. H; Hall goes the honor (if
day but on account of rain the meet
had to be called off. Play was be- the joy derived from work may be
gun promptly at three o'clock and reckoned an honor) of heading the
for one Hour and a half the little Clemson Weekly for the next session
white balls trickled over the net fast Everyone who knows him will agree
and furious It was a Clemson vic- that he is the very best man who
tory from the start and the Tigers could have been chosen for the posinever let up until they made a com- tion. The job is no easy one, but
plete sweep of the meet. It was a Hall is not the man to quit his post,
dark, cloudy, day and the meet was and we feel sure that he will acquit
Everyone
conducted in a drizzling rain which himself with distinction.
made the meet rather slow at times. is expecting great things from him.
In trie Single matches Gray and
For the position of business manaGrier won without a doubt. Both of ger, A. B. Fitzgerald was selected.
these experienced net stars found no This man understands the business
difficulty in defeating their men.
end of The Tiger's affairs, and he
Grier won his match from Cox, C. will undoubtedly do much in his
M. in two straight sets. Playing a capacity. The position of business
fast game, never letting up, Grier manager was made a separate one.
was never in danger. The result of It was found that the work of edithis match was a 6-2; 6-1 victory for tor-in-chief and business manager
was too much for one man. Under
Grier.
Gray won his match handily from Fitzgerald, who can devote his en(Continued on Page Two)
(Continued on page 2)

Hornets Are Defeated In Their Third
Clash With Tiger Base Ball Team
SENIOR CLASS
FLINT RHEM
ELECTS PRESIDENT
NEVER WEAKENS
HALL TO PILOT

The Clemson Tigers breezed into
CLASS Greenville at the same time that the
recent cold wave struck the Textile
Juniors Elect Next Year's Class Pres- Center of the South. However, deident—Hall a Leader Among the spite the frigid atmosphere, Flint
btudents—Other Matters Discussed Rhem cut loose with his customary
at Meeting.
brand of flashy twirling and held the
Hornets to one lone run and one hit
Last Tuesday night a meeting of the. while the Clemson balltossers were
Junior class was held in chapel for garnering a total of thirteen safeties
the purpose of completing plans for and six runs off of Andrews. With
the approaching Junior-Senior ban- the exception of three innings, Rhem
quet and also for electing next year's retired his opponents in order and
senior class president
only five men occupied the paths durT. L. Vaughan, president of the Ju- ing the game. An even dozen Lavalnior class, called the meeting to or- ites went down by the one-two-three
der and explained briefly the purpose route while the Furman stands chantof the meeting. Final preparations ed "He's up in the air."
for the Junior-Senior banquet were
Furman's lone run came in the secmade and everything so far points to ond inning. Drummond fried out to
the biggest and best banquet ever Gibson. Brasington hit to left field
held at Clemson.
and Gibson was slow in returning the
Francis Zeigler, president of the ball, allowing Brasington to take secSenior class, was present and made a ond. Bradburn hit in front of the
short talk in which he explained plate and was out, Keel to Davis.
briefly why it was necessary to elect Simpson hit a slow grounder to Rhem
lext year's Senior class president or and Davis dropped Rhem's throw to
some member of the class to attend first, and Brasington scored. Anthe meeting of Southern colleges and drews struck out and the Furman hituniversities to be held in Knoxville, ting and scoring was ended.
Tenn., this spring. The purpose of
Tigers Score in Second
(Continued on page 3)
The Tigers counted three times in
—
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the first half of the second frame.
Jack Reames led off and with two
strikes against him, drove one high
up and far away to centerfield. The
ball hit the fence about half way from
the top, and would have easily gone
over the wall if the wind had not
been blowing directly against it. As
it was, Jack only got two sacks.
BEVY OF PRETTY GIRLS ENTER- Melton bunted and was safe on BradTAIN CLEMSON AUDIENCE WITH ley's bad throw to first base. Reames
EXCELLENT MUSICAL
going to third. Gibson hit in front
PROGRAM
of the plate and was out, Bradburn
to Carter. Davis singled to center
The Anderson College Glee Club scoring Reames. Melton scored on
gave one of the most enjoyable en- Andrews' wild pitch. Rhem pasted
tertainments that has been staged in a Texas Leaguer over Carter and
the college chapel on last Saturday Davis scored. Richards hit between
evening. This collection of female first and second but the ball hit Rhem,
voices is easily one of the best that making three out.
has been heard at Clemson and much
Clemson did not score again until
praise is clue them for the quality of the fifth. Richards was safe on Bradtheir entertainment, which shows ex-- ley's error. Vincent singled to right
cellent training and preparation .
field. Cox beat out an infield hit,
Especial credit goes to Misses Caro- and the bases were full. Reames met
line Parnell, Martha Dyches. and one square on the nose but Andrews
Colie Blease. These young ladies was in front of it and shot it to
were the stellar performers of the Bradburn, forcing Richards at the
evening, and delighted their audience mate. Bradburn threw to Carter and
by their renditions in the whole pro- got Reames for the only double killgram.
ing of the day. Vincent scored on a
The whole program, without ex- passed ball to Bradburn. Melton popception, was good, and it is a hard ped up to Sinroson to end the inning.
matter to pick out the most enjoyed
In the seventh inning with two out,
numbers. The numbers which the Cox hit a beautiful drive for two
whole club sang were without flaw. bases. Reames beat out a slow one to
"Dreamland City," "Le Coeur de ma
Cox rounded third and
Mie," "Wonderland,"
and
the Simpson.
"Chorus from Carmen" were perhaps scored when Carter's throw to Brasmost. appreciated by the audience; ington was wild. Melton drove a
while the numbers by individual long fly to center field for the third
groups were "Rose and the Nightin- out.
Richards led off the ninth against
gale" by Martha Dyches and Mary D.
Stewart, "Angel Cake" by Martha Knight. Furman relief hurler, with a
Dyches, and "Floradora" by the sex- screaming double to right field. Vincent grounded out, Brasington to
tette.
The "Spring Fantasy" absolutely Carter. Cox struck out. Reames hit
won the hearts of the audience. The a terrific drive down third base line
dancing of Miss Caroline Parnell was that netted him three bases and
the feature of this number. Rarely scored Richards. Melton lifted a fly
has such a combination of good looks, to Brassington.
good dancing, and attractiveness been
Reames a Star.
seen in the old college chapel. Miss
Captain Jack Reames shared the
Parnell also showed a good exhibition of acting in "Bills," a comedy honors of the day with Flint Rhem.
Jack accounted for three hits for a
in one part.
Miss Martha Dyches, president of total of seven bases, and batted in two
the club, has an excellent voice and runs, scoring one himself. The Tiger
one that shows much promise. In captain found Andrews' offerings to
the solo "Angel Cake," and in the his liking and pasted tl-am to all
duet "Rose and the Nightingale" she corners of the field. Out of live trips
made a hit with her listeners. Her to the plate, he was hit in the ribs
rendition of the lawyer in "Bills," once, robbed of a hit by Andrews once,
and hit safely for a single, a double,
was excellent.
(Continued on page two.-)
(Continued on page 2)
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A BEQUEST
When a runner turns into the
home-stretch and sees the tape at the
end, his heart is glad though his
feet are heavy, he is happy though he
is gasping for breath. He sees with
straining eyes the end of his race,
realizes that when he crosses the last
white line, he can fall and rest. So
with not a glance behind, he looks
ahead, hoping against hope that his
breast may break the tape—a winner
Then he crosses the line. Perhaps
he did not win, but he is happy, for
he finished the course, kept the faith.
He is satisfied. He gave his best,
he could give no more.
Like a ship that has been sailing
uncharted seas, battered by merciless storms and driving gales, like
she creeps at last between sheltering outflung arms and finds herself
safe at last in the long-sought harbor—The Tiger staff has made port,
has entered the harbor and docked
that stately vessel, The Tiger. Yes,
she has been docked, but not for repairs. Another crew will board her,
other men will run her, another pilot
will guide her destiny.
It is with sorrow yet gladness that
the old staff turns the wheel over to
the new. It is with the knowledge
that they have done many things
which they should not have done and
have left undone many things that
they should have done. However,
in departing, we, the Tiger staff for
'22—'23, leave one bequest—our experiences. This bequest may seem
valueless because it is intangible,
but we know thru practice, have
learned in the School of Hard Knocks
that experience may win the prize
with genius struggling in the dust
behind.
Since it was founded, The Tiger
has grown from year to year.
At
the present time the circulation is
greater than it has ever been before.
More alumni than ever before are receiving thir Alma Mater's weekly
publication.
Yet the goal is still far
in the distance. There is much work
to be done. We want every alumnus
to receive The Tiger. We want every
Clemson man to keep in touch with
what is happening among the Tiger
ranks. We want to see the size of
our paper doubled. We want to see
many things that only time and hard
work will bring to pass. It is no easy
task before trie new staff, we realize
that, but if they will put their shoulders to the wheel and push together,
there is nothing that can stop them.
We are sorry that we have not accomplished more than we have. We
know that what we have accomplished is little, but we look with pride
upon that little, for we did the best
that we could. We did the best that
we could and we were given wholehearted support. We wish to take
this opportunity to thank every individual cadet, every member of the
faculty, and every other contributor.
Without support there is very little
that can be accomplished. We know
that this support will be- just as
whole-hearted in the future as it has
been in the past.
In selecting a new staff, men were
chosen who are capable of carrying
on the work that is being laid down.
Men were chosen who are not only
capable of working and doing their
best, but men who we think will do
their best for their college and their
paper. The staff is not large, and

every man must do his duty—we feel
sure that every man will do his duty
and then want more duties to perform. Among a small body of men
a slacker is a broken cog in the wheel
of progress. We hope that the staff,
though small, will profit by our mistakes and will leave the helm to
other hands only when the goal
which, though ever ahead, shines
much brighter.
With hands that have finished their
task, with hearts that are glad yet
sorry, and with words that can never
express all that we feel, we turn the
destinies of The Tiger over to the
new staff. It is our earnest hope
that during the college year of 19232 4 the old Tiger's voice may be lifted high above that of any opponent
whether athletic or otherwise.
—W.
-CAC'PORE OLD CLEMSON"
Wei, well, well!
It seems that
they need a few more raisins in the
terrible mixture popularly known as
Fuiuan Ferment. We copy this from
that very estimable college publication, The Furman Hornet:
"Clemson is going like a Packard
twin-six, and it's up to us to crack a
few spark plugs and put water in the
gas.
"If the ole dash will do it, the
trick will be turned, for there's
worlds of pep floating around the
grandstands these days. It will be
a colder day than it was last time
when they get away without hearing,
'Pore Old Clemson.' "
I would like to ask the scribe who
penned the above lines just one little
question.. I would like to ask him if
he did not get smothered in the snow
storm on Manly field, said snow storm
being pulled off when those awful
creatures called Tigers postively,
completely, and absolutely snowed
under the little Hornets, buried them
beneath a snow bank of thirteen unlucky hits—unlucky for the Hornets.
Not a single spark plug did they
crack; not a drop of water did they
put in the gas. Without missing a
stroke, without skipping a beat and
without a tremor the Tiger nine trotted off the diamond still going like
the aforementioned Packard twinsix. Not only were they still going,
but they were purring in such a manner as to make the mighty Packard
look like a Road Elizabeth.
A very modest little suggestion
might not be out of place at this
time. Since it has been suggested
that it will be a cold day when the
Clemson Tigers walk rough-shod
over the Furman Hornets, I would
suggest very meekly that the Furman management have radiators installed in the grandstand that overlooks Manly field. I admit that I am
prejudiced in making this suggestion
for yours truly expects to occupy
said granstand on future days when
it will be in keeping to listen to the
sorrowful tune of, "Poor Little Hornets."
—W.
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IT MUST NEVER HAPPEN!

SEND YOUR TIGER HOME
Did you ever think that there are
people back home who would like to
read your college paper? What do
you do with your Tiger when you
finish reading it?
In spite of the fact that most of
the fellows send their Tigers home
when they finish reading them, there
are a few who do not think about
doing anything with the paper after
they have finished reading it. There
are folks at home who would perhaps
enjoy reading the very paper you
throw aside when you finish with it.
There are many high school athletes
you know who would like to get
copies of The Tiger. Why not think
twice and send off your paper when
you finish with it.?
—W.
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TIGER STAFF FOR 1923-1924
ELECTED
(Continued from page one.)
ttre time to the business at hand,
The Tiger should increase both in
size and circulation.
J. E. Ross was unanimously elected as circulation manager.
Ross
has worked faithfully as one of the
associate circulation mangers and
will, we know, continue to do all in
his power to see that The Tiger is
received by every supporter. He will
be assisted by W. C. Huffman and
H. B. Flowers who were elected as
associate circulation managers. Under the guidance of these men, the
circulation department will be well
cared for.
The very important position of
athletic editor was unanimously conceded to E. G. Parker. Everyone
who has read the Clemson weekly
has read Gene's articles He is well
fitted to fill this office, for he is one
of the best sports writers that Clemson has ever developed. Every reader is sure to enjoy this man's writings for every word he pens certainly hits the spot. Parker will be assisted by J. M. Longley and W. W.
Bryan. These two associate athletic
editors have time after time snown
their ability in this peculiar line of
work, and they wil undoubtedly be
of great assistance to Parker.
Two present sophomores, E. L.
Smith and D. C. Ayers, were elected
to perform the duties of associate
editors. These men have made good
records in their class work, and they
were highly recommended by their
professors. They have very -important duties to perform, but they are
capable and willing, and will prove
great assets to the staff in its work
for the next college year.
W. H. Moore may deny that he is
so very funny, but the concensus of
opinion was that he would be the
very best joke editor that could be
chosen We know that he will make
the readers hold their sides when
they read his columns. He will be
assisted by T. L. Jeffries, a man
whose ability was recognized by the
committee and a man that they knew
would not fail to do his best to make
this department of our paper better
than ever before.
As local editor a man was chosen
who is well fitted to discharge the
duties of that office. J. C. Shiver,
a day acdet, was elected. He is in
a day cadet, was elected. He is in
news, and he will do this in a wholehearted manner, for he is one of the
most outstanding men in the present
junior class.
S. W. Henry was elected as Y. M.
C. A. editor. Henry is a member of
the "Y" cabinet, a conscientious
worker, and a man of ability. The
"Y" fills an important place in the
life of Clemson students, and Henry
will certainly do all in> his power to
see that the work of this great institution is carried forward.
C. C. Garrison who was elected
alumni editor will have to be very
good to equal the record set by his
predecessor, but Garrison is an earnest worker and will very likely keep
in touch with the alumni thru the
columns of The Tiger as the retiring
editor so well accomplished.
Yes, looking the staff over, we
are pleased with the results. We
submit the results of the election
with the assurance that all will agree
with us that the staff for 192 3-1924
is a good one.
—W.
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Harry—What is the best qualification for a modern sheik., Clara?
Clara—Oh, he needs lots of sand.
■—Gargolye
-CAC"Pa, how far can a dog run into
the woods?"
"What a foolish question! As far
as he wants to, of course."
"No, he can't. He can only run as
far as the middle. After that he is
running out of the woods."
.
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J. M. Heldman Textile '16 is superintendent of Bleachery of the Erwin
Cotton Mills Company, West Durham
N. C.

The sun may cease to shine, the
stars may fall, and the moon may
disappear from the heavens, but it
must never be said that Clemson cadets fail to back a losing team just as
whole-heartedly as they back a winning team. This is not to say that
such has postively been said, but it
is to warn those fellows who would
like to close their eyes and shudder
when the team happens not to be the
acclaimed winner. It is for this kind
of a man, (if he can be found at
Clemson) to wake up and take stock
of himself, realize what he is where
he is, and what he can never be as
long as he is at Clemson—a fair day
booster.
It cannot be said that the pep died
down during the game with Trinity,
for at all times encouraging yells
did float out to the team, but everything was not as it should have been.
Of course, it cannot be said that any
of the cadets were actually quitting,
but there was not enough volume to
the cheering. At times like those the
cheering should be twice as intense,
if such were possible.
It is human nature to enjoy winning, but it is also human for teams
to lose. There is no team that has
ever won all of the games that it has
played, there is no team that has
never lost at times. I have said that
we want to be the good winner rather
than the good loser, but that does
not mean that we are to forget how
to lose with flying colors. We can
never afford to have it said that
Clemson is all right as long as she
is winning, but she falls down on the
job and loses all pep when she loses.
We cannot have this said, and we
will not. We know that it is not
true. Let us prove it to others.
—W.
.
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J. C. Miller, '21, who was a businesss visitor on the campus last week
end, is to take up work with the ExJ. D. Jones '15, . Union, S. C, is
tension Division as Demonstration now located in Conway, c5. C, is a
Agent for McCormick County.
Resident Engineer for the State Highway Department
W. J. Latimer, '06, is connected
with the Bureau of Soils in the
T. R. Reid '12, is in the AgriculUnited States Department of Agricul- tural Extension Division of the Uniture in Washington, D. C.
versity of Arkansas.

MOTHER'S
COOKING
Visit
CLINT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Soft Drinks,
Milks,
Sandwiches,
Candy,
—Most Anything You Want.

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN
TENNIS TEAM WINS
FROM FURMAN
(Continued from Page One.)
C. C. Cox, in straight sets. Gray's
long reach and steady game showed
that he was still the "Bestest in the
State." Gray succeeded in Shutting
out Cox completely, never giving Cox
one game. The results of this match
was 6-0; 6-0 victory for Gray.
The doubles match was played
last.
Santfleben and Fitzgerald
made it a complete victory by winning two straight sets. Rasor and
Wrong of Furman played a steady
game and the Tigers had a hard time
in defeating these men. The.result
of this match was 6-5; 6-3 victory
for Santfleben and Fitzgerald.
The Tennis Team showed up well
in its first meet and all indications
point to a State Championship team
this year. A meet has been arranged with Davidson for Friday.
—F.
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PURPLE HURRICANE HUMBLED
BY CLEMSON TIGERS
(Continued from page 1)

WE HAVE

A Complete Line
of
Loose Leaf Note Books
Lef ax Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Stationery
Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Eversharp Pencils

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L. Cleveland Martin
The Rexall Druggist

and a triple. Richards, Vincent and
Cox poled out two safeties each dur- ■ ■
■ ■
ing the afternoon's play.
Flint Rhem the Hero.
But Flint Rhem was the undeniable
hero of the game. This calm, collected and reserved hurler kept all of '.» K » « a ■ a
his wits about him and refused to be.
shaken. The Furman students massed behind the plate and attempted to
distract him by waving handkerchiefs,
but Flint refused to be rattled. When
the stands set up their "up in the air"
song, Flint began to pitch harder,
keeping the' Furman batters smiting
the thin air. With the exception of We Serve Regular Meals,
Brasington's single, Furman failed to
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
get anything that bore the semblance
of a hit.
Ice Cream,
Championship Games.
Ice Cold Milks,
There was no exhibition clause in
the contract for Saturday's game. It
Soft Drinks,
was an honest-to-goodness, all-wooland-a-yard-wide championship affair.
Fruits and Candies,
The score of this fracas goes down
on the records of Clemson in the race
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
for the state title. All of which
Y.
M. C. A. BASEMENT
mikes the victory sweeter.
In the twenty-seven innings Clemson has played against Furman, the
Tigers have allowed the Hornets to
score one run and six hits; while in To the People of Clemson College.—
I wiU do gardening and floral
the meantime, Clemson has counted
work. Will assist in any and all
seventeen runs and thirty-one hits.
lines of community service. ReBox score of Saturday's game on
liability and Punctuality. Special
page four.
features.—C. B. Henry, Campus.
—E. G. P.
-CACA C GLEE CLUB
ENTERTAINS CADETS

"Y" CAFETERIA

(Continued from page one.)
Miss Colie Blease as Jack Davis,
the strategist in "Biles," made a very
handsome man, and acted her part
exceedingly well. She also did good
work in the part of Harlequin in the
"Spring Fantasy".
The directress of the club deserves
much praise and credit for the good
singing of the entire club, and the
the strategist in "Bills," made a very
acting of the individual members of
the club.
They were
a talented
group of young ladies indeed.
The members of the track teams
from the Universities of North Carolina and Georgia were on hand for
the occasion and made their presence
known at all times. They kept the
audience laughing with their witty
repartee between numbers.
It was a lamentable fact that all
of the cadets were not present for
the occasion. But their absence was
due partly to the fact that a number
were attending the Furman-Clemson
baseball game in Greenville, and a
good many had taken advantage of
the special week-end privileges which
were granted.
—E. H. H.

PUBLIC SALES

We hare purchased 122,000 pair
U. S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes
5 1-2 to 12, which was the entire
surplus stock of one of the largest
U. S. Government shoe contractors.
This shoe is guaranteed one hundred percent leather, color dark tan,
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe is ?6.09.
Owing to this tremendous buy we can
offer same to the public at ?2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented, we will
cheerfully refund your money upon
request.

RATIONAL BAY STATE
SHOE COMPANY
206 Broadway
NBW YORK, N.

V.

"B" COMPANY SOCIAL NEWS

HUMOK
WISE
AMD
OTHERWISE
Customer—"Is your
cider good
Judge—"What was the prisoner's
and hard?"
appearance when he was arrested?"
Waitress—"Hard, why two glasses
Copper—"Well, he had a kind of
would make a fellow like you lay pinched look!"
down in the road and try co pull the
—Ex.
asphalt over him."

The most astonishing event of society was brought forth last Wednesday evening when Miss Corporal
Chapman was given in holy wedlock
to Top-sergeant Howard Dominick.
The event was the climax of the social
season. The ceremony took place in
the old stone church and was conducted by the Reverend Teahound Clark.
The bride was beautifully attired in
a lovely frock of pure white georgette
with a boquet of geraniums. A solo
"I Love You Truly" was rendered by
Miss Josephine LaRoach accomponied
on a Jews-harp by the celebrated
Prince Plowden.
As the silvery
strains of the wedding march, by the
aforesaid Prince Plowden, floated
out upon the asmosphere and intermingled with the harmony of the
croaking frogs the two charming
little flower girls, Misses Roberta
Nance and Betty Ross came tripping
down the aisle upon the arm of Mr.
McLimon followed by the beautiful
little Cataline LeGette who bore the
ring upon a cushion of white satin.
Last but not least came the Groom
handsomely
attired in his dress
uniform, proudly bearing on his
sleeve the cheverons of honor attained by his long and faithful service
at West Point on the Seneca. The
ceremony was carried out in splendid
style and all present were more than
paid for their trouble when the groom
saluted the bride. The loving couple
will spend their honeymoon at the distinguished Knickerbocker Hotel at
Cherry's Crossing. After this they
will make their home in Room 337 of
Company "B".
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ARCHITECTS LAMBAST CIVILS

SENIOR CLASS
all to follow. He counts it a day lost
PRESIDENT ELECTED when he does not make excellent on
his studies, but that's not all for in
(Continued from Page One)
our daily associations with him we
the meeting is to get a closer union see that Hall counts the honor and
between student bodies and forming lugh esteem of the entire student
student government organizations in body as far outweighing his records
the various colleges throughout tne in classrooms, on the athletic field, or
South. It was decided to elect the elsewhere. His best record was made
Senior class president at this time in his associations with his fellow
and appoint him as Clemson's repre- students and this excellent record
will stand in the minds and hearts of
sentative at this meeting.
The head of the Senior class must his associates longer than any class
be a leader of men. He must be a room or athletic record ever made.
man of ability, must assume much We feel sure that no better man could
responsibility, and must have the con- have been selected for this place of
fidence and cooperation of the entire so much rsporsibility, this position
student body if he is to be success- which requires .-,0 much ability on the
ful. For this reason, if for no other part of its leader, than E. H. Hall.
no better man than Eliott Hall could Hill will show us what veal leadership can do to a student body and
have been selected.
E. H. Hall, of Great Falls S. C, is when the work of the class of 1024
one of the leading men in the Clemson has become history, we are sure to
student body. Ever since he entered fcel that we have accomplished much
Clemson College in September, 1920, toward making our alma mater a
he has been held in high esteem b/ greater Clemson.
—E. W. P.
all the students. His popularity with
_
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the sthdents has steadily increased
until today he is one of the most
B. H. Rawl, '10, is working with
popular men in the entire corps. Hall the Bureau of Plant Industry, United
is a member of the famous Tiger States Department of Agriculture, in
track team, the team which won the Washington, D. C.
State championship for the past two
years and made all teams throughout
D. W. Stevenson, '22, of Laurens,
the South sit up and take notice,
S. C, was a business visitor on the
the South sit up and take notice. campus last week-end.
It is a well established fact that
Clemson track man, and this still
holds true when it comes to high
G. A. Lansen '03, of Hershey
jumping, broad jumping and throwing
the javelin for this lad does all these Building, Harrisburg, Pa., is general
Superintendent of Construction work
■—and more.
for the G. W. Ensign, Inc.
Hall is a member of the Tiger staff
and an indesnensible man in that orW. F. Wyatt, '21 was recently made
ganization. He was vice-president of assistant to the general manager
the Sophomore class and secretary arid of the Aurora Cotton Mills of Burtreasurer of the Junior class. In his lington, N. C. and the Gem Cotton
studies Hall stands as an example for Mills of Gibsonville, N. C.

An Electric
Poetic
Jack—"May I call tonight?"
Alyce—"I adore Keats."
June—"But our lights are out of
Ikey—"Oy, it's a relief to meet order."
lady vot still likes children.
Jack—"Have you dates for the rest
of the week?"
Reporter: And in what state were
you born professor?
Silently, one by one,
Professor: Unless my recollection
In the gradebooks of the professors
flails me, in the state of ignorance.
Blossom the little zeroes—
Reporter (scribbling) yes to be
The forget-me-nots of the students
sure. And how long have you lived
there?
A sweet Southern laay named
—Baker Orange
Pinduh
Took a seat by an open train
Ring Out Wild Bells
winduh
Captain—"You say you left your
When a wink of her eye,
post at five bells. That means there
Brought a nod in reply,
was no watch there from five until
She said: "Suh; it's not you, it's a
eight bells."
cinduh."
Rookie—"Oh, no, sir. I left my
—Yankton College Student
Ingersoll on the rail."
■—Chaparral.
T. Hound—"Mrs Smith is dying
for me to marry her daughter."
Mack Sennet Stuff
X. T. Hound—"Any other induceReporter Candidate—"Mr. Editor, ments?"—Yellow Jacket.
I was promised the job of society editor, but when I got down to work, I
Willie: "Dad, I looked through the
find this other girl all wrapped up in keyhole at sister and her fellow last
the job."
night."
Editor—"Well, think how it would
Father: "And what did you find
look for me to take the job away out?"
Sugg Singley and Cab Garrett Pitch
from her."
Great Ball for Artists—Charlie
Willie: "The lights."
—Frivol.
—Ex.
Burton Hits One for a Row of Doric
Columns.
With Our Advertisers
Little David's Junior Architects
'Do you know where Francis . . "
I took muh woman for a walk,
triumphed
gloriously over Will
Sure, in Europe."
'N it began to rain;
—Phoenix Rogers' Civils in a splendid exhibitI thought her makeup would wash
ion of the National Game on Rigg's
off,
field Monday afternoon. The game
"Look,
daddy,"
said
a
little
six'N that would sure raise Cain.
year old, "I pulled this cornstalk was halted at the end of the third
frame by Umpire Griffin on account
up all by myself!"
The rain poured down in torrent right
"My, but you are strong!" said of Long Roll. At that time the score
sheets,
was 6 to 2 in favor of the architects.
his father.
'N ne'er did it abate;
"Sugg" Singley worked in
the
"I guess I am, daddy. The whole
She said: "It surely stands the test world had hold of the other end of mound for the artists in the first
M'Gawd ain't Valspar great!"
two innings and got by in great style.
—Lord Jeff. it."—Boston Transcript.
Cab Garrett pitched the third inning
"Every time I kiss you it tends to striking out two batsmen and allowAn Old Story
ing no hits. Cab's smoke ball was
"Sir, will you please help a poor make me a better man."
going great.
_
"Oh,
you
angel."—Bison.
crippled student?"
Lefty Alexander did the twirling
"In what manner are you crippled,
Must Have Been Just Dying For a for the Civils but was hit freely. In
my boy?"
the second inning Charlie Burton
Gift Himself
"Financially!"
smashed out one of his fast ones for
"He gave himself dead away."
a home run with the bases full.
"How
come?"
The Communities' Silver
Gus Schoolbred started behind the
"Willed his body to a medical colLives of all great crooks remind us,
plate for the Civils but was unable
lege.—Puppet.
We should work with greatest care
to hold Alex so Clark's boys sumLest departing leave behind us
moned Wild Bill Anderson to replace
A
man
was
riding
in'
his
Ford
Thumb-prints 'on the silver ware. with one foot hanging out over the him.
—Royal Gaboon
The Civils hit only one ball to the
door. A small boy, noticing this,
shouted after him: "Hey, mister! outfield and the Architect's center
Fox Paws Nos. X and Y
Did you lose your other roller skate? fielder made a heroic dash after it
"That woman is the most aw- —Harper's Magazine.
but it bounched out of his glove beful actress I ever saw," said the mildfore he could throw it in.
mannered man to his neighbor.
Lefty Wright drove in two runs
Say It Not in Mounful Numbers
"That lady is my wife," replied
Oofty—"Say, has the Bell Tele- in the second inning with a healthy
the neighbor.
phone Company gone bankrupt?"
wallop to right field.
"I am wrong," said the M.m.m.,
Goofty—"Guess not. Why.?"
Scouts from the Giants, Yankees,
"she is a good actress struggling
Oo0fty—"Well, by gollies, there is Athletics, White Sox, Buffalo, Anderwith a rotten play. I wonder what a receiver
in every booth."
son, Seneca, Newry, and Ravenel
fool wrote it."
—Chaparral. Hill saw the game and after the con"Unfortunately, I am the author,"
test was over offered to buy the
said the neighbor simply.
whole Architect's outfit but could
—Jester. I ain't much of a kicker,
I generally stand for peace,
not come to terms with the manager.
But the wheel that does the squeakScore by innings:
A Cynic's Philosophy
ing.
020—2
When a man is young, the old girls
Is the wheel that gets the grease. Civils—
240
b
kiss him, and when he is old, the
—The Apple Leaf. Architects—
Batteries: Alexander and Schoolyoung girls kiss him.
bred, Anderson; Singley, Garrett and
If he is poor, he is a bad manager.
Advice to Lovelorn
Burton.
If he is rich, he is dishonest.
No matter how flat your conversa—I M. Looney
If he needs credit, he cannot get it. tion may be, a woman likes to have
If he is prosperous, everyone wants
.
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it flatter.—Life.
to do him a favor.
SWIMMING MEET
If he is in politics, he is in for
She—"How dare you address me,
graft.
Adam."
If he is not in politics, he is no sire? I don't know you from
I'm dressed
On April 21 the Tiger Swimming
He—"You ought to
good to his country.
team will hold a dual meet with the
If he does not give to charity, he differently."
.—Pelican Tech team in Atlanta. Under the
is mean and a tight wad.
able supervision of Capt.
"Tater"
If he does give to charity, it is tor
Soph—"Did you ever take ether?' Mikel the team has been working
8h0W
hard for the meet and is showing
Fresh—"No, who teaches it?"
-Ex.
up well in practice. Clemson has
been defeated by Tech's team in the
One More Added to the List
Farewell to Kitty
"Bill sure has a hungry woman- past, but this year it seems we have
You can keep all the kisses I gave The other day they went to dinner, a good chance to change around We
and she ordered everything on the are behind you team and are expectyou;
You can keep every golden caress; menu."
„ ,, ing to see you change our past reYou can keep all the sweet tricks I
"His must be one of these all- sults with the Georgia team.
taught you,
Capt. Mikell, who is a senior,
consuming' loves one hears of."
—Pelican hails from Charleston and is the only
And the jokes you made me confess
man on the team who has been in a
You can keep whatsoever you care
meet with Tech. He will probably
Gert "Is he rich? '
swim in the 4 and 100-yard free
for—
He
has
Lizz—"Only relatively so.
My loving, the parties you threw;
style swim, and in the relay.
But please send me back what I am a rich aunt."
Silcox, another man from
the
"City by the Sea," will enter the 40
missing—
The cold cash I wasted on you.
and 100-yard free style races., the
Can't Stand the Strain
—Punch Bowl
jack—"What makes the deuces 40-yard back stroke and the relay.
"Brutus" Webb will enter the 220wild?"
Spot—"Oh, they're so far away yard free style and the relay.
Horse Play
Goode and Wertz are both good at
Bill—"What is the matter with from the queens."—Pelican.
the fancy diving and both will take
Kirk recently? Is he having trouble
part in this event. Wertz will also
at school?"
"I think I'll step out tonight
Board—"No; he bet on a horse said the jail-bird, as he sawed enter the 220- yard free stroke.
Ferguson and Prevost are fast m
named 'Garter,' and she broke down through another bar.—Froth.
the water. Their part in the meet
on the stretch."
will be in the relay.
Mother of Twins—"You say that
Just Lumbering Along with His Work
CAC—
Sweet Thing—"Have you a book Mrs. B. called me a cat?"
L. G. Hardin, '17, of Park Ave.,
Nurse (in charge of twins)—"well Beloit, Wisconsin, is a sales Engineer
called 'Logger Songs of the Western
she looked at the babies and said for the Faribanks-Morse Co.
lumber camps'?"
Clever Clerk—"You mean a book what dear little kittens."
—Lyre
—
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of Logarithms, madam?"

Marion Davies and Jorrest Stanley ha^smtoQarcammt gidnre,
tWhenlnighthoodujas LnTbwer" .A cosmopolitan Production
COMING APRIL 28.

Remington
Portable
A revelation to every student who is
tired of the pen. Will turn out your theses,
themes and all your writing, neatly, legibly
and quickly.
The most complete of all portable typewriters—because it has the Standard K>yboard and many other "big machine" features. Yet it's so small that
it fits in a case only 4 inches high.
Price, complete with case, $60.
See THORN, T. F., in the
Band, if you want to use
a demonstration machine.

Paragon'RtbbonsfarKrmlmttm'PortabUTjptwriteTS
'ioc each—$<; a dor-"

BOX SCORES

romj
There in th«
of Sports
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TRINITY GAME
Clemson

By JQj***^~
FUBMAN leads the world for scoring up cold weather on the day of
any Clemson game.
When we left
Clemson the weather was balmy and
warm, the sun was shining cheerfully and the birds were
singing
"We'll Ride Old Furman
on
the
Rail."

*

«

*

JUST AS WE hit the heart of
Greenville, an icy blast dent cold
shivers up and down our spine.
Prom that
moment forward
we
shook and shivered all afternoon.

•

• •

OUT ON THE BENCH the players
and coaches and others bundled up
in raincoats and sweaters until it
looked like a football game.
* * *
"WHAT DO YOU know about this
weather?" queried Lt. Cobb. "Br-r,"
answered Lt.
Emery.
"Br-r-r-r,"
said Capt. Roderick. "B-r-r-r-r-r-r!
*?axx," said Lt. Durfee. "Where in
the bankety-blank is my blankety
blankety-blank sweater,' asked some- I
body else.
"You
gottem
goin' |
smoky, boy," said Bill Murr.

•

•

•

A DELIGHPUL TIME was had
by all", despite the cold weather. It
was a real championship contest and
the Furman bell didn't ring when it
was over.
• •
•
WHILE IN GREENVILLE
we
went around to Montgomery Hospital to see Chappell. and fouad Ben
Robertson in the same room.
The
attendants had just finished putting
a plaster paris cast about Chappell's
leg when we arrived.
Chap looked
like he was a little tired of the bed.
He will he brought to Clemson some
time this week.

•

*

*

SCOOP LATIMER, genial sports
scribe of the Greenville Piedmont,
was out at Manly field wrapped up
in a big overcoat. Scoop is just recovering from a severe attack of influenza and was anxious to see the
Tigers mix with the Hornets.
•
•
•
COACH RODERICK,
Manager
Timmons, and thirteen players left
Calhoun Tuesday morning for Birmingham where they tackle Birmingham-Southern
today.
Tomorrow
they meet the university of Alabama
at Tuscaloosa and Friday and Saturday they play Mississippi College at
Clinton.
• * *
FLINT RHEM will work against
Alabama Thursday. The Alabamans
have a strong outfit and will provide
the strongest opposition the Tigers
will face on their trip. We believe
Flint can turn the trick, though.
• •
•
WELL, it looks like the
Tiger
jinx is broken so far as Furman is
concerned.
Two basketball games,
three baseball games and a tennis
meet—all by a comfortable margin.
One more baseball game, and then
for the big fireworks next Thanksgiving.

Clemson College, S. C.
April. 18, 1923
Messers. Duke Longley
& Ball head Bryan,
Asso. Athletic Editors-elect,
The Tiger.
Dear Boys,
Well boys, you are now labelled
to shoulder the burden of keeping
up the high standards of the Tiger
for the ensuing year.
Therefore, I
am giving you a short synopsis of
what your duties will consist of.
First, you will be required to keep
the Athletic Editor supplied with
Spark Plug and cigarettes (Note to
Longlev, Home Runs are not defined
as cigarettes in this case). On special
occasions such as football games, etc,
you will provide yourself with a
supply of select Havanas for use by
said Athletic Editor.
.
Second, if you are ordered by the
Ath Ed to write about a column,
you will perform said task and will
not write about a half column, etc,
ad, in
Third, in case the Ath. Ed. writes
something so rotten that he is ashamed to sign his name, one ot you
will be required to sign it.
In the
event of dissension, the victim will
be determined by a loss of the com
or a roll of the ivories.
Fourth, at all Athletic games
played on the campus, each of
will bring one sofa pillow to the field
for use by the A. E.
Fifth neither of you will be permitted to write on subjects pertaining to love and marriage. When our
esteemed E.-in-chief, Mr. Woodle, is
relieved from duty, the discussion ot
the above mentioned subject will be
handled by the A. E.
Sixth, in case of a conflict in orders
imanating from the E.-in-chief and
the Ath. Ed. you will compromise
between the two and follow those of
the A. E.
Well( boys, I am expecting great
things of you for the coming year,
and I know you will add materially
to the efforts of the staff to make a
bigger and better Tiger.
Yours without a struggle,
—E. G. P-

Players
Richards, 2b
Harmon, If .
Cox, SB
Reames, cf
Melton, 31) ..
Davis, l'b
Vincent, rf
Strickland, c
Gibson, p
Crosland, p .
Keel x

kicldin' you, it's a rose."
CLEMSON COLLEGE BASE BALI.
SCHEDULE—.1023.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

19—Alabama Univ. at Alabama
20—Miss. College at Clinton
21—Miss. College at Clinton
23—Erskine at Due West
25—V. P. I. at Clemson

2 6—Davidson at Clemson
2 7—Newberry at Clemson
28—Carolina at Clemson
30—Furman at Clemson
3—Citadel at Clemson
4—Newberry at Newberry
5—Presbyterian at Clinton
M^iy
May 7—Miss. College at Clemson
May 8—Miss. College at Clemson

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

Root. Burns Cigars,
Nunnnlly's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation
Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minima* Silk and Wool
Hose.

Totals
29 0 3 27 13
x Batted for Vincent in inth.
Trinity
Player
AB R H PO
2
2
5
Smith, 3b ....
10
3
2
Neal, c
2
3
0
Ormand, cf ....
2
4 2
Spiker, If ....
2
4 1
Turner, ss ....
3
4
0
English, 2b
3
0
3
Johnson, lib
3
4 1
Carver, rf ....
0
4 0
Sanderson, p

We gratefully acknowledge and
publish herewith the folowing interesting communication from our able
friend. "Buns."
Clemson
Apr. 17, '23
Deer Gene:
Some moons ago when you daned
to publish my effort, I mailed my old
ladies Tiger to my last year's English prof.
He replied "Your education is not complete." My present
prof (*) advices me to practice writing as a way to get a base line put
on an F.
Genius aint scarcely ever
recognized or appreciated even by
profs
In view of your past recognition, I hereby put out on the subject of baseball humor.
As that old Tiger team romps to• * *
ward the Palmetto championship,
THE RATS tackle the Furman tho the romps now and then slow
freshmen in
Greenville
Saturday up to a hobble owing
to fragile
afternoon. Coach Withers has shap- .ankles. It was funny, Gene, to read
ed up a likely looking
Freshman one of your contemporaries headlines
nine this year and they should go announcing a prospective pitchers
good against the young Hornets. On battle
If that game Saturday was
paper, Furman has a freshman team a Ditcher's battle, then Flint Rhem
that compares fairly well with any and Lefty Beard sure waged
one
varsity outfit in the State. Whethe- whole complete war in a short afterthey can walk roughshod over all noon the week before, nicht wahr.'
opponents remains to be seen.
(This bird Ye Kid pulls this goreign
• • •
stuff but I'm an inmate
of
that
THE FISHMEN of Clemson arc course too. Also, he says a pencil
working out every day in the "Y" must be lead, but our chem book says
pool now. They have already sc.he its graphite and clay and nothing
duled meets with Ga. Tech and Caro
?lse but.)
That headline above referred too
Una. Some likely swimmers are ir
the bunch and they hid fair to cu shares a place with the joke the rats
had pulled on them in Piedmont,
up this season.
which aint ever all been told yet,
• • •
namely how did handsome Spagetty
HORESHOE PITCHING is taking
new lease on life at Clemson ju^ LeGette break out at that time?
• And those two go along with this
now. We suggest a tournament wit
From
Furman in barnyard golf, or po- yere ex-army varsity game.
observing the early innings up to resibly a state meet. All out for th
•reat, one (Rule 29a avoid use ot
horseshoe team!
Irst person!) wonders if they were
* * *
Nevertheless,
9ver other than ex's.
CAR GARRETT tells this one:
Two young boys met. one of ther how agile and sylphlike the auburndomed second sackman covered, riwearing an immense flower.
"Say what's that you've got on?' valing the agility of the 3rd baseman
hurdling the sack. All they lacked
asked the other guy.
"That's
a chrysanthemum," re was Charley Chaplin to run bases
and Holtzy to sell tickets at the gate,
plied the other.
"A what?
Looks like a rose tr and 'twould a been a good show.
Well now its gotta be a theme on
me."
"Naw, it ain't no rose it's a chry what I auto be and arnt, so hoping
you are the same, I remain,
santhemum."
Yours t. h. f. Q.
"Sav. how do you spell that."
Buns.
"K-R-I-S—er—Naw, I was
just

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.

We do not sell all the good
Goodi in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
e • p

PO A
2 2
3 0
4
0
2
0
3
1
14 0
1
0
4 4
0
0
0
0
0
0

AB
.. 4
... 4
_ 3
_ 3
3
... 3
-. 3
... 2
... 2
... 1
... 1

RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS

6 27
33 E
Totals
Score by Innings:
040
002—9
300
Trinity
000
000—0
000
Clemson
Summary-—Stolen
base,
Neal.
Sacrifice hits,
Ormand,
Johnson.
Three base hits,
Spiker,
Turner.
Smith. Home run, Neal. Struck out
by Crossland 3; Sanderson 8. Bases
on balls off Gibson 3; Sanderson 1.
Hit batsmen,
Melton,
Strickland,
Reames by Sanderson; Neal by Gibson. Hits off Gibson 5 in 5 innnings
Crosland 1 in 4 innings.
Losing
Pitcher, Gibson.
Time of game, 2
hours. Umpires, Cobb and May.
FURMAN GAME
Furman
Players
AB R H PO
0
0 0
Foster, rf
4
0
0 0
Bradley, 2b
3
1
0
Brodie, If
4 0
0 12
Carter, lb
4 0
2
Drummond, cf, ss 4 0 0
1 2
1
Brasington, 3b ... 3
0 14
0
Bradburn, c
3
0
0
Williamson, cf ... 1 0
0
0
0
Andrews, p. ... 2
0 0
Knight, p
0 0
SO 1
Clemson
AB R
1
5
1
5
1
4
4 1
4 1
0
4
4 1
3 0
4 0

Totals

A
0
3
0
0
0
4
3
0
4
1

1 27 15

K
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

s CLEMSON TEAM

LOSES TO TRINITY

K
1
Thursday afternoon the Methodists
0 of Trinity College swooped down on
0 Tigertown and administered a sound
0 licking to the tune of 9 to 0. This
1 was the second defeat the Tigers
0 have suffered, the other being at the
2 hands of the U. of Ga. The superior
0 twirling of Sanderson was the fea0 ture of the game. Only three Clemson men were able to get safe binTotals
33 6 13 27 10 4 gles off his serves ,while ten brave
Score by Innings:
Tigers were unable to connect with
■Furman
110 000 000—1 his balls at all.
Gibson took the
Clemson
030 010 101-—6 mound for the first five innings, but
Summary.—Sacrifice hits, Melton, after getting rather wild in the fifth
Cox, Bradley. Two base hits, Gib- was replaced by Crossland who finson, Reames,, Cox, Richards. Three ished the game. Feets did
good
base hits, Reames, Keel.
Earned work while he was in, allowing only
runs, Clemson 3, Furman 0. Struck one hit in four frames.
out by Rhem 12: Andrews 4; Knight
The visitors started
things off
1. Bases on balls off Rhem 1; An- with a rush when in the first frame
drews 1.
Wild pitch, Andrews. they made three counts. Two tripples
Passed ball, Bradburn. Double play, and a single in the fifth enabled them
Andrews to Bradburn to
Carter. to count four more.
Their final
Runs batted in, Davis 1; Rhem 1; scores came in the ninth when Neal
Reames 2. Hits off Andrews, 10 in drove out a hime run with a man on
7 innings; Knight, 3 in 2 innings. base.
Losing pitcher, Andrews.
Left on
Cox, Melton, and Vincent garnerbases, Furman 4; Clemson 7.
Time ed the only hits the Tigers made.
of game 1:56. Umpire, Bailey.
These were
scattered over
three
—E. G. P. periods and were not made to count.

Players
Richards, 2b
Vincent, rf
Cox, ss
Reames, cf
Melton, 3b
Gibson, If
Davis, lb
Keel,
c
Rhem, p

H PO
2
1
2 0
0
2
3
0
0 1
1
1
1 12
1 12
0
1

A
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
4

RADIO SUPPLIES
Authorized agency Radio Corporation of America, handling standard
goods at list prices. Day by day, In
every way, our stock is more complete. Tell us what you want; if we
have not got it in 'stock, we will deliver it direct from the wholesale distributor in a few hours' time.
Clemson orders given special attention.

PHILLIPS & COMPANY
PRINTERS

SENECA,

S.

C.

Black-Eyed Susan
Invites you to call any evening (except
Sunday and
Monday) 4 to 7.

INDIVIDUAL BATTING AVERAGE
Players

AB

R

Chappell

. 1

0

Lang ...

2

1

H

2B

3B

1

0

1
13

P.C.

HR

TB

RBI

SH

SB

0

0

1

0

0

1

1.000

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

.500

4

1

1

21

9

0

3

.433
.400

Reames . 3 0

8

Stevenson 10

5

4

0

1

0

6

1

0

0

Cox . ... 32

2

12

2

0

0

14

3

1

0

.3G8

35

4

11

0

1

0

13

2

2

1

.314

Gibson . . 17

3

5

1

2

0^

10

2

0

0

.294

Richards .32

4

9

■1

1

0

12

4

0

4

.281

Crosland .

2

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

.250

0

6

1

2

1

.207

Melton

.

4
29

4

6

0

0

Murr ... 25

5

5

2

0

0

7

2

0

0

.200

Keel ... .12

2

2

0

1

1

7

2

. 0

0

.167

0

2

1

0

0

.153

Vincent .

Suppers only by Special
Arrangement
Homemade ice creams
and sherbets
Cake, pie, salads, sandwiches
Waffles on Wednesday
NEXT TO KELLAR'S STORE

Rhem . . 13

0

2

0

0

Harmon . 26

2

4

0

1

0

9

4

4

0

.153

Davis ... 9

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

.111

Dotterer . . 1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.000

Bring Yonr Work to The

Carter . .

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.000

Old Reliable

Strickland .8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.000

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

46

77

10

8

2

109

30

9

10

.267

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S

Team

287

Abbreviations : AB—times at bat; R—runs; H—hits; 2B—two base
hits; 3B—three base hits; HK— home runs; TB—total bases; RBI—
runs batted in; SH—Sacrifice hits; SB—Stolen bases.

Cleaning and Pressing
•v

PRESSING CLUB
•<.

